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About This Content

The MXGP2 - Agueda and Bastogne Tracks DLC will add these exciting tracks to the game, key features in the past editions
of MXGP!
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Title: MXGP2 - Agueda and Bastogne Tracks
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows®Vista SP2 / Windows® 7 SP1 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 8.1

Processor: Intel i5 2500K 3.3GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 850

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 640 / Radeon HD 6670 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German
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very nice art
- too slow pace
- chaotic battle view. Its a good way to relax. a Nice and fun little game.
took less than 2 hours to completed the game with all achiments done.,
tho worth the money spent as I had alot of fun playing this.. A gorgeous game with beautiful music and a mystery plot that will
keep you going for the 3-4 hour runtime. Easily recommendable if you are a fan of walking simulators and the likes of
Firewatch and What Remains of Edith Finch in particular.. Pros:
+cat
+design of the cat marine, weapons and suits

Cons:
-poor, awful, f*****g disgusting, booooring and repetitive "gameplay"
-waaaaaaay too long (1 lever should be enough, but nooo... there are many more. The only diference – collect more bombs, plant
more bombs, survive more waves, kill more enemies. Nonsens...
-there are so many enemies that they can't even fit in the field of view. Sometimes, you cannot even see the cat in this chaos.
-poor weapon optimalization. The most expensive gear is almost as useless as the chipest ones.
-steam achievements. You cannot choose dificulty level. You are forced do play normal-higher-higher-higher-the highest level.
That means you will be forced to play this "game" much longer to get 100%
-The last one achievement is probably bugged (somebody reported that, but of course, the creator of this "game" doesn't care)

Such a weste of pottential. Such a waste of time for this "game". I've never been so dissapointed of any game.
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Pros:
I like Pixel game...
I like ninja/stealth game...
The gameplay is fun and complex
The Graphics is awesome and the gore is good
It's like Tenchu meet 2d platform i think..
Cons:
The objective kind of hard..
The Character face maybe more need little detail... (its like bruce lee)
Is difficult to kill stealth i think...

That's all i think... but,
If you ninja fan game, I Recommend this game for you..... This is a game where you collect monsters and make them fight other
monsters. Also, this is a game about an imorral bank run by an evil family, who are trying to financially enslave the entire world.
In other words, this is a game where you fight Bank of America. You do this by stealing their property with the ultimate goal, I
hope, of killing the people who own the bank. I never got that far, but they seem like the antagonists and we just really need
more games about taking down evil banks.

And that's awesome. What's not awesome is the lack of polish. I get the feeling that this is the masterwork of a talented
developer who spent years and years on the game, then released it without having literally anybody else test it. It's full of
nonsense decisions, like a lottery determining if you get any reward from quests, the only way of loading a game is to QUIT the
game and restart it, and so on. The sad part is that these would be really easy to fix, and just about everybody can agree they
need fixing. And the fixes just never happened.

One really bad feature just drags the other aspects of this game down, inescapably. Enemies scale with your level, removing all
benefit in levelling up. In fact, not only does it not help you, it makes it HARDER to level up monsters who you haven't used.
You may recognize this from other games, where this mechanism is usually cited as being the worst idea in the entire game.
Two examples that come to mind immediately are Final Fantasy 8, Elder Scrolls: Oblivion. And at least Oblivion didn't just
increase their stats by a percentage, they actually carried cooler loot. So all those normally tasty experience points just screw you
over - I think some bosses don't scale but they're never alone, so you'll end up fighting a set of enemies who are level 23, 19, 22,
and 10. That one guy being at level ten is not helpful.

With the cool bank power system and void monsters of various kinds, this game really could have been something. And with
maybe two or three people playtesting they would have caught onto this nonsense and realized it for the mistake it was. But now
the dev has probably abandoned the game. The dev obviously put so much effort into the game that it feels brutally harsh to say
this, but the game is just kind of a mess. As far as development time it is 95% complete but boy those last 5% are a doozy.
Avoid this even on sale, it isn't worth the time it takes to get into it.. Interesting concept. Music, sound effects, special effects
and animation aren't great. The combat is far too easy, which is too bad because the system and UI are crisp. A lot of reply
potential but squandered at the lack of any difficulty. You could say this game is essentially a visual novel with an easy mini-
game tacked on.

Verdict? Buy it if you want? I guess?. Good Game, i was suprised by the huge amount of parts. However a few things i have
come across in sandbox:
1) Landing gear dont want to retract
2) Cant disable pitch/roll on wings which made it harder to takeoff with a plane
3) i dont seem to be able to get spinners to spin quick enough for a helicopter, they seem to reach a limit which isnt enough
4) Parachutes dont seem to do anything when deployed
If these things were fixed then it would be quite a good sandbox game. if its just me being stupid with the things above and its
just me not doing something right please point it out. thanks.. very boring game. only costs 4 bucks though and has trading
cards.. This is actually good... for a bootleg. Game Information

Mystery Case Files: Escape from Ravenhearst is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed and published by
Big Fish Games Studio.

The eighth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Huntsville;" "Prime Suspects;" "Ravenhearst;" "Madame
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Fate;" "Return to Ravenhearst;" "Dire Grove" and 13th Skull."

"Escape from Ravenhearst" is the third chapter of the "Ravenhearst" saga. Previous installments as follows: "Ravenhearst" and
"Return to Ravenhearst."

Big Fish Games Studio was the original developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following
"Mystery Case Files" games: "Huntsville;" "Prime Suspects;" "Ravenhearst;" "Madame Fate;" "Return to Ravenhearst;" "Dire Grove;"
"13th Skull;" "Escape from Ravenhearst;" "Shadow Lake;"

Elephant Games was second developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following "Mystery Case
Files" games: "Fates Carnival" and "Dire Grove; Sacred Grove."

Eipix Entertainment is the current developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following "Mystery
Case Files" games: "Key to Ravenhearst;" "Ravenhearst Unlocked;" "The Broken Hour;" "The Black Veil" and "The Revenants
Hunt."

Please do note that some of the "Mystery Case Files" games are not available on Steam as of yet.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned the visual in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are two different difficulty game modes to choose from: Casual and Master Detective.

The notebook keeps tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is no map available in the game. Plenty of backtracking from location to location.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place. The inventory panel does slides up when it being
moused over.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Morphing objects (beyond items.)

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

Miscellaneous

There are seven different trading cards to collect. The game only drop four of those trading cards. There are several ways to get
the rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster
Pack Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. ignore all the other reviews this is is a PAIN to get get working but when you do get it
working it is very realistic and ive had lots of fun in the time ive played it just make sure you have a VERY good computer. I didn't
really enjoy the high-energy pellets in Portal 1 because of their time limit, and they were replaced by lasers in Portal 2 for this
excact reason. However, Rexaura is more about finding a way to set things up so that you have more than enough time, making the
timing puzzles more puzzle and less timing. There are also green pellets which last indefinitely and give you plenty of time to think. I
enjoyed this mod and I recommend it to anyone who likes the Portal trilogy.
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For more in-depth commentary and spoilers, you can watch my full playthrough here:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBCsoffCh90q3iQ1LFENm-2ianIuzNgh5
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